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ABSTRACT C-V2X communications are the key to connected and autonomous driving, and pave the way
for future Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS). To support non-safety and safety critical applications in the
demanding out-of-coverage scenario, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has standardized the
distributed C-V2X Mode 4 solution, whose behavior has been thoroughly analyzed for periodic traffic. In
the current work, the problem of allocating aperiodic traffic in Mode 4 is tackled, a matter that has not been
addressed before and that raises several challenging questions. A solution for serving such traffic type is put
forth, and an analytical insight on the attainable performance is offered. Further, it is numerically proved
that guaranteeing aperiodic flows good service levels is hard when their packets are not small sized. This
holds true even for sophisticated physical layer choices and at relatively modest traffic densities, revealing
that novel approaches to radio resource assignment are a necessity in 5G vehicular communications.

INDEX TERMS 5G, Aperiodic Vehicular Traffic, Cellular Vehicle-to-Everything (C-V2X), Vehicle-to-
Vehicle (V2V) Communications

I. INTRODUCTION
On the path towards autonomous and connected driving,
3GPP Cellular Vehicle-to-Everything (C-V2X) technology
is instrumental to real-time and reliable Vehicle-to-Vehicle
(V2V) information exchanges. 3GPP standardized C-V2X in
Release 14, defining two V2V operating modes termed Mode
3 and Mode 4, for in-coverage and out-of-coverage sce-
narios, respectively. Mode 4 rests on a distributed Sensing-
based Semi-Persistent Scheduling (SSPS) algorithm in which
each vehicle autonomously selects transmission resources.
The SSPS constituent procedures rely on the assumption
of periodic and predictable traffic, such as the Cooperative
Awareness Messages (CAMs), conveying basic information
about vehicle status [1].

As of today, several works have thoroughly investigated
SSPS performance in the presence of periodic packet trans-
missions. In [2], Masegosa et al. assessed system-level
behaviour of C-V2V Mode 4 in a Manhattan grid urban
topology, comparing it against that of a random scheduling
strategy. In [3], Bazzi et al. provided an accurate analysis of
the impact that different Medium Access Control (MAC) and
physical layer parameters have on Mode 4 when the periodic

CAM dissemination is targeted. The authors of [6] proposed
a novel solution to combat the hidden terminal problem
that affects the SSPS algorithm, whereas [7] highlighted the
positive effects of full-duplex radios on Mode 4; these studies
too, considered periodic traffic only.

Yet, the hypothesis of periodic CAM messages has been
questioned through experimental data [8], and new models
have been very recently introduced to generate realistic, non-
cyclic CAM traces [9]. Moreover, enhanced V2X (eV2X) use
cases foresee a mixture of periodic and aperiodic traffic, the
latter being expected to display: (i) persistent transmissions
for non-negligible times; (ii) non-deterministic interarrival
times. To serve such heterogeneous traffic types, 3GPP Re-
lease 16 is required to introduce significant novelty in the
forthcoming set of 5G vehicular communication specifica-
tions, named New Radio (NR)-V2X, presumably disclosed
by the end of September 2020.

This work is a first step towards NR-V2X investigations,
as it addresses the key question of how to accommodate ape-
riodic, persistent traffic in legacy Mode 4. A novel strategy
to jointly serve periodic and aperiodic flows is proposed,
under the design constraint of preserving the performance of
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periodic traffic; indeed, Mode 4 was originally designed for
it. To the authors’ knowledge, this is an aspect that has not
been investigated in literature before and it is therefore worth
being explored.

In [4], the same authors analyzed the effectiveness of
Mode 4 for multi-hop delivery of asynchronous Decentral-
ized Environmental Messages (DENMs), in the presence of
background, periodic CAM traffic. A similar issue was stud-
ied in [5], considering the benefit of short term sensing. How-
ever, DENMs are by no means comparable to the persistent,
aperiodic packet transmissions the current paper examines;
undoubtedly, aperiodic flows deserve a proper investigation,
that this work initiates.

The study considers a physical layer model for V2V
communications compliant to the NR specifications of 3GPP
Release 15, that Release 16 NR-V2X will inherit. Extensive
simulations are performed, to assess the performance guaran-
teed to aperiodic and periodic traffic, exploiting an enhanced
version of the custom C-V2X ns-3 module introduced in
[4]. The setting of the investigation is a highway trunk,
that replicates the highway scenario defined in [10]; vehicle
mobility is modeled through the widely adopted Simulation
of Urban MObility (SUMO) traffic package. Standard 3GPP
metrics are determined, for different percentages of vehicles
generating aperiodic traffic, for different sizes and arrival
rates of aperiodic packets, and for increasing vehicular den-
sities.

The main contributions the current paper provides can be
summarized as follows:

• The issue of coping with aperiodic flows in Mode 4 is
faced, and a simple, standard compliant approach is put
forth;

• The throughput of the proposed resource allocation
technique is analytically determined in the absence of
transmission impairments, for the limiting case of aperi-
odic traffic only; the analysis outcomes are then used to
forecast what to expect in a realistic vehicular scenario,
when periodic flows are also present;

• it is analytically proved and verified by simulation that
the performance of aperiodic traffic is insensitive to
different latency requirements set for aperiodic packets;

• it is demonstrated that aperiodic users experience low
performance levels, even when moderate traffic densi-
ties are examined, unless very small aperiodic packets
are considered;

• 5G physical layer features alone are not enough to boost
performance, when the Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) numerology is set to 15 kHz, the
lowest possible value.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion II provides an overview of the 3GPP Release 16 en-
hancements that are under discussion, whereas Section III
recalls the main features of current C-V2X standard and
Mode 4. Section IV tackles the problem of allocating radio
resources to aperiodic traffic and proposes a reservation-
less, Mode 4-based solution, along with its analytical model.

Section V describes the simulation framework and the 5G
physical layer implementation of the V2V communication
channel. Section VI presents the numerical results and lastly,
Section VII draws the concluding remarks.

II. PRINCIPLES OF NR-V2X COMMUNICATIONS
In recent years, the 5G Ultra Reliable and Low Latency
Communications (URLLC) vision has stretched to include
connected vehicle applications. As a matter of fact, 3GPP
Release 15 introduced enhanced V2X (eV2X) applications
such as vehicle platooning, extended sensors, remote and
advanced driving [12], characterized by very demanding
latency, reliability and data rate requirements. As a conse-
quence, a great deal of activity is currently ongoing within
3GPP working groups to finalize the new V2X standard. Its
novel communication solutions have to successfully serve the
challenging eV2X use cases portrayed in Release 15. Further,
they have to cope with mixed traffic scenarios where aperi-
odic and periodic flows coexist, accommodating unicast and
groupcast communications. This unprecedented adaptability
will be powered by significant changes in the physical (PHY)
layer and the MAC sublayer.

From the PHY layer standpoint, [13] pointed out that direct
V2V communications will mostly inherit the standardized
5G NR features of cellular uplink channels. In the sub-
6 GHz band, NR-V2X is expected to adopt Cyclic Prefix
(CP)-OFDM waveforms with scalable numerologies, em-
ploying 15 kHz, 30 kHz and 60 kHz subcarrier spacings.
Moreover, NR-V2X will employ Low Density Parity Check
(LDPC) codes for the data channel and CRC-assisted polar
codes for the control channel, supporting higher order modu-
lation schemes and Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO)
antenna geometries. Within the MAC sublayer, NR-V2X will
feature two new resource allocation modes, Mode 1 and
Mode 2, to replace legacy Mode 3 and Mode 4, respectively.

Mode 2 collectively points at solutions that assign no role
to the gNodeB in the resource allocation process, guarantee-
ing reliable communications in out-of-coverage scenarios as
Mode 4 does. The goal is to devise techniques that warrant
immediate and reliable access to transmission resources,
combined with fast repetitions, if needed. According to the
proposal in [14], Mode 2 will presumably encompass an
approach where vehicles are pre-configured with a pool of
Time-Frequency Resource Patterns (TFRPs) that indicate the
time and frequency location for each repetition of the Trans-
port Block (TB), i.e., the PHY layer data unit carrying the
packet. Every time a new packet is generated, the transmitting
vehicle will either select a single time-frequency resource (as
in Mode 4), or identify the TFRP for the initial transmission
and the subsequent retransmissions of the TB. However,
since NR-V2X will have to cope with both aperiodic and
periodic traffic, there is a lack of consensus on whether the
periodic resource reservation of Mode 4 should be included
in NR-V2X. For instance, [14] argues that removing the
periodic reservation feature might lead to less effective com-
munications in some circumstances.
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Fig. 1. C-V2X Resource Grid ArrangementFIGURE 1. C-V2X Resource Grid Arrangement

An additional question to address is how to perform the
sensing and selection procedure in NR-V2X Mode 2. As re-
ported in [14], the building blocks of the sensing mechanism
are expected to be the same as in SSPS. Exploiting the in-
formation gathered during the sensing window, each vehicle
builds its own list of candidate TFRPs, filters it according to
some thresholds and then randomly selects one TFRP out of
the refined list, in that closely resembling C-V2X Mode 4
operations. In [15], an alternative Mode 2 sensing procedure
consisting in a geographic information-based dynamic TFRP
mapping has been discussed. This solution allows to further
mitigate the half-duplex effect and offers a significant capac-
ity gain. A parallel 3GPP document by the same authors of
[15] investigates the resource allocation problem of aperiodic
traffic with variable packet size, proposing to segment the
aperiodic packet in multiple Transport Blocks (TBs), the
first transmitted without reservation and the remaining TBs
allocated in reserved resources [16]. The rapporteurs in [14]
state that Mode 2 does not have to be complemented by
any short-term sensing technique (i.e., listen-before-talk),
as this will likely increase energy consumption and system
complexity. On the opposite rim, the document in [17] points
out that full-duplex enabled short-term sensing significantly
helps in reducing collision occurrences when both periodic
and aperiodic traffic coexist, and allows the implementation
of a Quality of Service (QoS)-based access policy. To date,
the allocation of aperiodic traffic is still lacking the definitive
solution; within 3GPP working groups, it is nonetheless
interesting the proposal reported in [14], which indicates that,
to support aperiodic and bursty traffic, in some situations
the vehicle may perform a one-time transmission without
periodic reservations. This represents the starting point for
this study. Moreover, given that it seems likely that some
Mode 4 traits will be inherited by NR-V2X, the current work
focuses on it, to determine whether it can be tailored to meet
the needs of both periodic and aperiodic vehicular traffic
sources.

III. SIDELINK V2V IN RELEASE 14
A. C-V2X AND MODE 4
A description of the most significant Mode 4 attributes is
provided next. C-V2X exploits a 10 or 20 MHz wide channel
in the 5.9 GHz ITS band. It adopts Single-Carrier Frequency
Division Multiple Access (SC-FDMA) with a fixed subcar-
rier spacing of 15 kHz. The basic frequency unit is a 180
kHz Resource Block (RB), while the time unit is a subframe
whose duration is ts = 1 ms.

Every time a vehicle has a packet to transmit, it encap-
sulates it within a TB; depending on its size, the TB is
allocated over a variable number of frequency adjacent Re-
source Blocks (RBs) within the same subframe. Each TB also
requires the transmission of the so-called Sidelink Control
Information (SCI), that includes relevant elements for the
correct decoding of the TB, such as the adopted Modulation
and Coding Scheme (MCS). The SCI is conveyed in the same
subframe as its associated TB and it occupies 2 adjacent RBs.

In C-V2X Mode 4, vehicles autonomously select radio
resources via the SSPS algorithm. Its procedure is fairly
sophisticated (a thorough description of it is reported in
[4] and [2]), but its outcome is the selection of a Single-
Subframe Resource (SSR), defined as the set of RBs that
allows to transmit a TB and its associated SCI; an SSR is
exemplified in Fig.1. In SSPS, the vehicle willing to transmit
employs the channel status information gathered during the
previous 1000 subframes, the so-called sensing window S, in
order to learn which resources are reserved for future use by
other vehicles. The building blocks of such long-term sensing
are the SCIs received from near-by vehicles, the Received
Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) and the Reference Signal
Received Power (RSRP) of every RB within the sensing
window. During the selection window that opens up imme-
diately afterwards, the vehicle exploits such knowledge to
build a list of Candidate Subframe Resources (CSRs) among
which the SSR for the transmission is randomly chosen. The
selected time-frequency resources are periodically reserved
for Cresel times, and after each transmission, the reselection
counter Cresel is decremented by one. When the counter
expires, a new resource selection procedure is triggered with
probability 1−P , P ∈ [0, 0.8]. The reservation interval Prsvp
between two consecutive transmissions matches the traffic
period T . Further, the selection window duration W usually
coincides with T , W = T . Fig.1 visually summarizes the
relevant elements of the SSPS algorithm.

B. PERFORMANCE METRICS
A merit figure that is widely adopted to measure the relia-
bility of the SSPS algorithm, as well as of any alternative
resource assignment technique, is the Packet Reception Ratio
(PRR) [10]. For the i-th slice of distances from the generic,
transmitting vehicle portrayed in Fig.2, in which ai and bi are
usually ai = i·20 m, bi = (i+1)·20 m, the PRR is evaluated
as

PRR =

∑N
j=1X

j
i∑N

j=1 Y
j
i

(1)
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where Xj
i indicates the number of vehicles within the i-th

slice that successfully receive the j-th packet , Y ji is the
number of vehicles within the i-th slice and N denotes the
number of packets generated during the simulation. The PRR
is usually given as a function of the transmitter-receiver dis-
tance D, PRR(D), where for the i-th slice D = ai+bi

2 . Note
that the SSPS strategy natively guarantees a bounded delay
to packet transmissions, hence any investigation centered on
such radio access strategy focuses on the PRR. The higher
its values, the better. This is the variable to maximize, in
order to reach the objective to increase as much as possible
the probability that vehicles successfully receive the packets
broadcasted by other vehicles.

The Channel Busy Ratio (CBR) is a further, interesting
parameter, that reflects the load insisting on the channel. In
[11], the CBR is defined as the fraction of subchannels in
the resource pool whose Sidelink-Received Signal Strength
Indicator (S-RSSI) measured by the vehicle exceeds a given
threshold over subframes [n− 100, n− 1].

The Packet Inter-Reception (PIR) is a performance metric
useful for those use cases that require high reliability. It is
defined as follows: for a given distance D, PIR is the time
between two consecutive successful receptions of packets
belonging to the same application flow, when the distance
between the transmitting and receiving vehicle is within
the (0, D] range at the reception time of the two packets.
The average PIR, PIR, within a given distance D, is then
computed as

PIR =
1

M
·
M∑
j=1

Tj , (2)

where M denotes the number of collected PIR values during
the simulation and Tj indicates the generic PIR value.

Last performance indicator considered isCR, the Resource
Block (RB) collision ratio, that in the m-th subframe is
evaluated as the ratio between the number of RBs where a
collision occurs and the number of occupied RBs, denoted
by collRBm and detRBm, respectively. The collision is
defined as the event when two or more vehicles transmit on
the same radio resource, causing a reciprocal interference
that prohibits the correct decoding of their RBs. The average
collision ratio is then computed over the number M of
simulated subframes as

CR =

M∑
m=1

collRBm
detRBm

. (3)

IV. SERVING APERIODIC TRAFFIC
A. THE PROPOSED SOLUTION
In this study, we put forth a reservation-less policy for the
allocation of aperiodic traffic within the time-frequency grid
described in Subsection III-A. We assume that aperiodic and
periodic traffic coexist and that vehicles transmitting periodic
traffic implement the usual SSPS algorithm.

1

bi ai

i-th Slice

Fig. 1. Generic slice FIGURE 2. Generic slice

We further suppose that all aperiodic TBs are characterized
by the same Packet Delay Budget (PDB), corresponding to
the maximum latency their delivery can tolerate, given by Nt
ms. We require that every vehicle generating aperiodic traffic
monitors the channel with no interruptions; for doing so, the
vehicle continuously slides forward its sensing window S and
updates the information collected through the received SCIs,
the RSSI and the RSRP values. When the aperiodic TB is
ready for transmission, the vehicle relies on the most recent
sensing window to build its own, current view of the available
SSRs, as if it were to transmit periodic traffic. In our proposal
however, the vehicle applies the SSPS algorithm with a
selection window whose duration is exactly W = Nt ms, in
order to respect the PDB; if more candidate SSRs are present,
the resource selection is random, in line with the original
algorithm. Moreover, the vehicle sets the reselection counter
Cresel to 0, i.e., it places no periodic reservation, as it were
to perform a one-shot communication. The previous steps
are then repeated for every aperiodic packet transmission.
It follows that the vehicle only keeps track of the ongoing
periodic reservations that it can hear, and that its aperiodic
transmission does not conflict with them. Besides, when the
aperiodic TB is sent over the air, its SCI also carries the
Cresel = 0 indication; hence, all vehicles in radio visibility
learn that the resources occupied by the aperiodic TB trans-
mission will be freed up from next subframe onward. This
implies that such vehicles build their own map of available
resources taking into account ongoing periodic traffic only,
monitoring its reservations, as it correctly has to be.

B. LIMITING ANALYSIS
It is now instructive to focus on the limiting condition when
periodic traffic is absent and the previous strategy is em-
ployed to accommodate aperiodic traffic. In this scenario,
we model the selection window as an Nf × Nt grid, where
Nt represents the number of subframes in W , and Nf the
number of RBs in the frequency channel. Next, we observe
that: (i) the sensing window is useless here, owing to the
lack of periodic reservations; (ii) the resource access policy
is totally random. Let us further assume that the aperiodic
traffic is Poisson distributed, with an overall average arrival
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rate given by λ TB/s, and that every TB plus the associated
SCI requires the assignment of R RBs within a subframe,
where for the sake of simplicity Nf is a multiple integer of
R. If we neglect transmission impairments, that is, consider
ideal transmission conditions, the evaluation of the aggregate
aperiodic throughput Sap is brought back to multi-channel
slotted Aloha, where the number of channels is Nf

R . As a
matter of fact, define G as the average number of aperiodic
TBs collectively generated within a subframe of duration ts,
i.e.,

G = λ · ts , (4)

In the simple case whereNf > 1 andNt = 1, observe that
the vulnerable period of the access strategy coincides with the
subframe duration; indeed, all aperiodic TBs generated dur-
ing a subframe will be transmitted within the next subframe.
It readily follows that Sap is given by

Sap =

(
Nf
R

)
·
(
G
Nf

R

· e
− G

Nf
R

)
= G · e

− G
Nf
R . (5)

When Nt > 1, i.e., when the Selection Window is made
of Nt consecutive subframes, the transmission attempts of
aperiodic TBs generated during a given subframe are equally
distributed over the next Nt subframes, each being subject
to a Poisson traffic whose rate is λi = λ

Nt
. On any subframe,

this term adds to otherNt−1 Poisson flows, originated within
the previous Nt subframes, with every of them exhibiting a
rate λi = λ

Nt
. That is to say, the traffic poured on each of

the Nt subframes is still Poisson, with rate
∑Nt

i=1 λi = Nt ·
( λ
Nt

) = λ, leading to the conclusion that, when Nf > 1 and
Nt > 1, the aperiodic throughput Sap is still given by (5).

This outcome is interesting, as (5) evidences that the
aperiodic traffic throughput heavily depends on the size of
aperiodic packets: for a given Nf value, the larger the size,
the worse. Moreover, it is even more illuminating to observe
that Sap does not depend on Nt, i.e., on how stringent (or
loose) the Packet Delay Budget PDB of aperiodic packets is.
Pairing last result with the remark that aperiodic TBs will
not collide with ongoing periodic traffic, as outlined at the
end of previous subsection, allows to infer that the overall
throughput of aperiodic and periodic traffic is insensitive to
the delay requirement on the delivery of aperiodic packets.
Ultimately, the PRR is expected to be independent of such
PDB and indeed, the numerical results presented in Section
V corroborate this insight.

If Nf is not a multiple integer of R, then the number
of available channels is bNf

R c, which forces some radio
resources in a subframe to be unused. Their number amounts
to U = Nf − bNf

R c × R. For a generic R, it follows that (5)
modifies in

S ′

ap =
Nf − U
Nf

·

G · e
− G⌊

Nf
R

⌋ < Sap. (6)

The two previous expressions reveal that the choice of the R
value plays a non-negligible role in the throughput evalua-

tion. The emerging guideline is to adopt a proper combina-
tion of packet size, MCS and code rate, to minimize U and
therefore confine unused radio resources.

V. PHY LAYER FRAMEWORK
A. SIMULATIVE APPROACH
To model the PHY layer effects on the performance of the
proposed algorithm in the most realistic manner, the custom
ns-3 module operates on every received TB through two
distinct numerical phases:

1. the average Signal-to-Interference-to-Noise Ratio
(SINR) of the TB is determined;

2. the TB is declared successfully (or unsuccessfully) de-
coded, on the basis of look-up tables that report the
Packet Error Rate (PER) for different average SINR
values.

For the evaluation of the average SINR in phase 1, adher-
ing to [10] the V2V channel is modeled through two states,
Line of Sight (LOS) and Non-Line of Sight (NLOS). The
latter state accounts for the presence of vehicles between the
transmitting and receiving pair; its occurrence probability is
a function of the distance between the two vehicles. In the
LOS state, the path loss PL of the V2V link is evaluated as

PL = 32.4 + 20log10(d) + 20log10(fc) + L (7)

where d is the distance between the two vehicles, fc denotes
the center frequency in GHz, and L is a random term that
models the shadowing, lognormally distributed with standard
deviation σ = 3 dB. In the NLOS state, the path loss exhibits
an additional random blockage term, still lognormally dis-
tributed, with a nonzero mean and σ = 4.5 dB [10].

It is further assumed that:
(i) the generic vehicle broadcasts messages with a trans-

mission power equal to 23 dBm;
(ii) the noise power spectral density is equal to −174

dBm/Hz;
(iii) the receiver sensitivity is −90.4 dBm.

All these choices being set, the average SINR of the
received TB can be evaluated.

In phase 2, the computed average SINR is mapped into a
PER value that accounts for fast fading effects. The mapping
relies on curves that have been newly obtained, as illustrated
in next Subsection. Finally, the TB under examination is
declared successfully decoded with probability 1−p, whereas
the TB decoding process fails with probability p; for a given
average SINR, p is the corresponding PER value.

B. ERROR MODEL
The development of the ns-3 module has thoroughly cov-
ered each layer of the C-V2X protocol stack, for both data
and control, leading to a final tool that is computationally
intensive. In order to confine some of its complexity, we
decided to resort to the Link-to-System Mapping technique
[19]: hence, the PER versus average SINR curves have been
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FIGURE 3. PER as a function of average SINR

derived via separate link-level simulations. We have deter-
mined such curves from scratch, using MATLAB and its
5G toolbox, modeling the features of the transmitted signal
and of the V2V channel so as to replicate the PHY layer
choices expected to be standardized in 3GPP Release 16.
Specifically, the short-term fading that affects the received
signal has been modeled through two alternative Clustered
Delay Lines (CDLs) [10], corresponding to the LOS and
NLOS states mentioned above.

In MATLAB, the simulation of the TB transmissions on
the V2V link exploits the Physical Sidelink Shared CHannel
(PSSCH). The latter employs CP-OFDM, QPSK modulation
and an LDPC code with rate 0.7; as specified in [10], 2 × 2
MIMO antennas are considered and no Hybrid ARQ is
introduced. As for the SCI, the corresponding bits are trans-
mitted resorting to the Physical Sidelink Control Channel
(PSCCH) and they are protected by a polar code with rate
0.13. Moreover, the SCI content is redundantly transmitted
over two adjacent RBs to improve robustness; accordingly,
it is sufficient to correctly decode one RB out of the two to
retrieve the SCI.

Fig.3(a) reports the PER versus SINR curves we have

numerically determined for the TBs, in the LOS and NLOS
scenarios. The results have been obtained considering 104

samples and show that the LOS case is by far more favor-
able. Interestingly, when the TB size increases from 190 to
1000 bytes, the figure reveals that the performance slightly
improves. This is is explained by the adoption of an LDPC
code, exhibiting better performance for higher TB sizes, as
reported in [20]. It is also valuable to note that these NR-
V2X PER curves are qualitatively similar to those presented
in [21], although they are not directly comparable, given
different values of the system parameters and a different
channel model are considered.

The PER curves for the SCI are shown in Fig.3(b), demon-
strating that the control information can be recovered at
very low SINRs, in both LOS and NLOS conditions. These
curves have then been translated into look-up tables and fed
to the ns-3 simulator error model, resulting in a reduced
computational load, while guaranteeing a very good accuracy
level.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The results presented hereafter have been derived using the
custom ns-3 C-V2X module originally developed by the au-
thors in [4]. Unlike [4] however, where dynamic traffic con-
ditions were not introduced, this work accounts for vehicular
mobility and models it through SUMO [18]. In accordance
to the highway scenario defined in [10], the examined setting
consists of a 4 km long highway trunk, where six 4 meter
wide lanes are considered, three per each traveling direction.
Vehicles travel on the lanes following the modified Krauss
model [18]; their maximum speed is 140 km/h. The highway
trunk has been populated with three vehicular density values,
0.06, 0.12 and 0.26 vehicles/m, giving rise to three distinct
scenarios that from now on will be termed low, medium and
high density, respectively.

Vehicles generate application-layer packets in accordance
to periodic and aperiodic traffic patterns that resemble those
specified in [10]; each packet is encapsulated within a single
TB. Vehicles that act as periodic traffic sources generate
190 byte-long TBs every T = 100 ms. The Packet Delay
Budget (PDB) of periodic traffic coincides with the period T .
Vehicles acting as aperiodic traffic sources broadcast packets
with an interarrival time τ given by

τ = c+ r (8)

where c is a constant and r is an exponentially distributed
random variable. Their PDB coincides with c. Unless other-
wise stated, in what follows c = r̄ = 50 ms. This implies
that every vehicle generates packets at an average rate of 10
packets/s. Two alternative choices for the aperiodic packet
size are considered: large or small packets, 1000 or 190
byte long, in order to better highlight the influence of this
parameter on system performance.

Vehicle radios operate at 5.9 GHz, on a 10 MHz channel
that is partitioned in 4 subchannels of 12 RBs each. Both
the 190B and 1000B TBs are transmitted assuming QPSK
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FIGURE 4. PRR as a function of the transmitter-receiver distance D,
X = 1000 bytes

modulation with a 0.7 code rate, as indicated in Subsection
V-B; they therefore occupy 1 and 4 subchannels, respectively.

As regards the algorithm ruling the radio resource allo-
cation, it is SSPS for periodic traffic, with the reselection
counter Cresel uniformly distributed in [5, 15]; further, in
accordance to [6], the probability P is set to 0. Aperiodic

traffic is served as indicated in Subsection IV-A.
The evaluation of the performance metrics introduced in

Subsection III-B is presented next; for all results, an adequate
number of simulations has been executed, in order to deter-
mine sufficiently tight 95% confidence intervals.

Figs.4(a)-(c) report the PRR as a function of the
transmitter-receiver distance D. The size of the aperiodic
packets is X = 1000 bytes, different percentages of aperi-
odic traffic, namely, ∆ = 10, 50 and 90%, are considered,
as well as the case when periodic traffic only is present
(∆ = 0%). The worsening in performance for increasing
∆ values is manifest. In the low density scenario, when
half of the vehicles generate asynchronous traffic, the PRR
drops below 0.9 for distances greater than 90 m. Moreover,
Fig.4(b) and Fig.4(c) allow to appreciate how markedly the
PRR worsens in increasingly crowded settings.

To better explain why the aperiodic traffic is so detrimental
to the performance of SSPS, Table 1 reports the values of
the Channel Busy Ratio (CBR) for the same choice of the
parameters considered in Figs.4(a)-(c). In this study, the
S-RSSI threshold used to determine the CBR is 0.5 dB larger
than than the receiver sensitivity level; furthermore, the CBR
is averaged over the central portion of the simulation time
and over all vehicles. The first row of Table 1 refers to the
low density scenario and revals that the CBR monotonically
increases from 0.45 to 0.72, when the percentage of aperiodic
traffic raises from ∆ = 0% to ∆ = 90%. Moving to the
second and third row row of the table, that is, considering
the more crowded medium and high density settings, it is
observed that the CBR takes on notably high values. Overall,
the combined effect of increased ∆ values and increased
vehicular densities leads to remarkable loads on the radio
channel, that inflate the CBR and are responsible for the
PRR degradation evidenced in Figs.4(a)-(c). Table 2 also
helps in grasping what happens in the medium and high
density settings portrayed in Figs.4(b) and (c). These figures
revealed that, for transmitter-receiver distances lower than
100 m, the PRR values for ∆ = 50% and ∆ = 90%
are similar, with a slightly worse performance observed for
∆ = 50%, in spite of a lighter load placed on the channel.
The table discloses that the average collision ratio exhibits
its maximum exactly for ∆ = 50% and that this maximum
is not so far from the value observed for ∆ = 90% (0.32
versus 0.28 for the medium density scenario, 0.46 versus
0.4 for the high density scenario). When comparing the two
cases, it is observed that for ∆ = 50% the aperiodic traffic
is lighter, but the large, aperiodic packets randomly compete
to gain access over a smaller fraction of radio resources
left unoccupied by periodic flows, whose transmissions are
protected by the proposed strategy. Conversely, the overall
traffic is heavier for ∆ = 90%, yet more radio resources are
available for aperiodic transmissions. Ultimately, this leads
to a PRR deterioration that is comparable in the two cases.

Figs.5(a)-(c) are the counterparts of Figs.4(a)-(c), when
the size of the periodic packets is reduced to X = 190
bytes, all other system choices being unmodified. As it
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∆ = 0% ∆ = 10% ∆ = 50% ∆ = 90%

Low density 0.44 0.49 0.55 0.72

Medium density 0.77 0.72 0.67 0.83

High density 0.92 0.93 0.75 0.88

TABLE 1. CBR values

∆ = 0% ∆ = 10% ∆ = 50% ∆ = 90%

Low density 0.11 0.14 0.19 0.22

Medium density 0.2 0.23 0.32 0.28

High density 0.32 0.35 0.46 0.4

TABLE 2. CR values

had to be expected, the size plays a relevant role in the
achievable performance. Small aperiodic packets occupy a
limited amount of radio resources, making the coexistence
with periodic transmissions almost unproblematic. In the
low density scenario, the PRR curves obtained for a small
aperiodic packet size and different percentages of aperiodic
traffic reveal a modest dependence on ∆. Further, the curves
always lie in the region of the (D,PRR) plane where the
PRR takes on values higher than 0.75. The curves obtained
for different ∆ values begin to differentiate at medium traffic
density. Only when the extreme, high density landscape is
examined, the curves are very far apart from one another and
the PRR sharply degrades to unbearable values.

Unfortunately, aperiodic packets bred by general purpose
eV2X applications are expected to exhibit a large size [10].
Unless otherwise stated, in what follows the main focus
will therefore be on the attainable performance when rela-
tively large-sized aperiodic packets (X = 1000 bytes) are
considered. Moreover, the low density setting only will be
examined.

For the same system parameters considered so far, Fig.6
separately reports the PRR experienced by vehicles gen-
erating periodic and aperiodic traffic as a function of the
transmitter-receiver distance D, when ∆ = 50% and 90%.
It is observed that: (i) the PRR of periodic traffic is al-
most unaffected by ∆; (ii) the PRR of aperiodic traffic is
significantly worse than the PRR of periodic traffic and it
decreases for increasing ∆. The reason is that an aperiodic
vehicle performs a random resource selection contending
with periodic and aperiodic traffic, but it respects periodic
reservations. When ∆ increases from 50% to 90%, the effect
is emphasized, as aperiodic traffic requires four times the
resources that periodic traffic asks for. When ∆ = 50%, the
aperiodic PRR is down to 0.8 at 130 m from the transmitting
vehicle, revealing the low level of reliability guaranteed to
the aperiodic packet delivery.

Fig.7 delves into the impact that different arrival rates
of aperiodic traffic have on the PRR of vehicles generating
periodic and aperiodic packets. The results reported in this

(a) Low Density

(b) Medium Density

(c) High Density

FIGURE 5. PRR as a function of the transmitter-receiver distance D,
X = 190 bytes

figure refer to c = r̄ = 10, 50 and 100 ms. The PDB of
aperiodic packets is equal to 10, 50 and 100 ms, respectively.
Note that the 10 and 50 ms choices adhere to the prelimi-
nary indications for eV2X applications detailed in [10]. The
curves reveal that the PRR of both periodic and aperiodic
traffic collapses when the arrival rate is significantly high.
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FIGURE 6. Aperiodic and periodic PRR as a function of D

Next, in order to offer a further insight into the behavior
of the proposed strategy for handling aperiodic traffic, such
solution is compared against two schemes that accommo-
date aperiodic traffic in accordance to SSPS. We term such
alternatives submissive and aggressive scheme and report
their description below. For the submissive scheme, aperi-
odic traffic reserves radio resources strictly in accordance to
SSPS, hence periodically, employing a reservation interval
Prsvp that matches the mean interarrival time of aperiodic
packets. When an aperiodic packet is ready for transmission,
the originating vehicle first checks if the next reserved radio
resource becomes available within the packet delay budget
of aperiodic traffic. If it does, the TB of the aperiodic packet
plus its SCI are allocated within such resource. Otherwise,
the aperiodic packet is dropped, as its transmission within the
next reserved resource would violate the delay requirement.
The aggressive scheme differs from the submissive scheme
only in the event that next reserved resource violates the
delay budget. In this circumstance, the aperiodic packet
is not dropped; rather, the corresponding TB plus its SCI
is transmitted over a free resource picked at random in

FIGURE 7. PRR for different aperiodic traffic models

(a) X = 1000 Bytes

(b) X = 190 Bytes

FIGURE 8. Comparison among alternative schemes, ∆ = 50%

a selection window W whose duration coincides with the
aperiodic PDB. Both solutions represent interesting terms of
comparison: the former does not prevaricate over periodic
flows, as aperiodic traffic adheres to periodic reservations
whenever possible and is dropped otherwise; on the other
hand, the latter scheme always serves aperiodic traffic, at the
expense of periodic traffic.

Hence, Fig.8(a) compares the PRR of periodic and ape-
riodic traffic obtained when aperiodic packets gain access
to the channel in accordance to our proposal (red curves)
with the PRR performance achieved by the aggressive and
the submissive strategy (black and blue curves, respectively).
Here, ∆ = 50%, c = r̄ = 50 ms and X = 1000
bytes. The submissive scheme penalizes aperiodic traffic to
a great extent, while the aggressive scheme heavily strikes
on periodic traffic performance. On the other hand, our
solution serves periodic packets in an excellent manner at
the expense of aperiodic traffic, resulting in an intermediate
approach. For the sake of completeness, Fig.8(b) broadens
the comparison, considering X = 190 bytes. For this size
of aperiodic packets, the submissive strategy is inadequate
too, whereas our solution overall performs better than the
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FIGURE 9. Comparison among alternative schemes, ∆ = 100% and
X = 1000 bytes

FIGURE 10. PRR for different values of the packet delay budget

aggressive scheme. The PRR that our proposal guarantees
periodic packets is as high as possible, while the PRR of ape-
riodic packets is only slightly lower than the PRR aperiodic
traffic experiences if the aggressive strategy is adopted. To
complete the comparison, Fig.9 confronts our proposal, the
submissive and aggressive strategies, when ∆ = 100% and
X = 1000 bytes. As somewhat had to be expected, in this
limiting case, the submissive strategy is largely unsuccessful,
whereas the performance of the aggressive scheme gets close
to our proposed solution.

Next, Fig.10 reports the overall PRR as a function of the
transmitter-receiver distance D for different values of the
PDB of the aperiodic traffic, PDB = 10, 20, 30 and 50 ms,
for ∆ = 50%, c = r̄ = 50 ms and X = 1000 bytes. The
figure shows that the PDB choice has no impact on the PRR
curves, confirming the a priori indication provided by the
throughput analysis in Subsection IV-B. The effect of more
stringent delay requirements for aperiodic traffic is to shrink
its selection window W ; this might lead to the erroneous
intuition that, for a given traffic density, a PDB decrease
should reflect in a lower PRR. However, Fig.10 demonstrates

FIGURE 11. PRR when ∆ = 100%

it is not true.
Fig.11 considers the limiting case when only aperiodic

traffic is present (∆ = 100%), and reports the PRR for three
values of packet size, X = 1000, 720 and 190 bytes, when
the low and medium density scenarios are examined. The
PER curves for the new value of packet size, X = 720 bytes,
have been obtained but not explicitly reported, as they are
very similar to those referring to X = 1000 bytes in Fig.3.
On one hand, increasing the packet size from X = 190 to
720 bytes has a remarkable negative effect on the PRR. The
effect is amplified the more crowded the vehicular setting
is. On the other hand, the PRR is not affected at all by
the packet size increase from X = 720 to 1000 bytes.
As a matter of fact, the PRR depends on the maximum
number of packets that can be successfully allocated without
collisions in every subframe, which is expressed by the ratio
between the number of available subchannels and the number
of required subchannels for packet. Such ratio specializes
to b 4

1c when X = 190 bytes, and to the same unitary
value for X = 720 and X = 1000 bytes, b 4

3c and b 4
4c,

respectively. More generally, if larger packet sizes not fitting
in one subchannel were to be considered, it is our belief that
fragmentation should be avoided. Rather, a more spectrally
efficient modulation scheme might be used; depending on
the application type and on its requirements, a low code rate
might also be employed.

In Fig.12(a), the average Packet Inter-Reception PIR as
a function of D is separately reported for aperiodic and
periodic traffic in the low density scenario, for ∆ = 10%,
50% and 90% and X = 1000 bytes. The same remarks
applied to Fig.6 hold, as the average PIR strongly depends on
the PRR: when the former lowers, the latter inevitably climbs
up. In Fig.12(b), the same setting is considered, except for
the packet size, which isX = 190 bytes; as already observed
with reference to Fig.5(a), the injection of aperiodic traffic is
not problematic, as long as the size of its packets is small.

Fig.13 concludes the investigation, reporting the PIR Cu-
mulative Distribution Function (CDF) for periodic and ape-
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(a) X = 1000 bytes

(b) X = 190 bytes

FIGURE 12. Average PIR of aperiodic and periodic traffic as a function of D

riodic traffic flows, for ∆ = 10%, 50% and 90% in the
low density scenario, when X = 1000 bytes. In this figure,
D = 520 m; the CDF is therefore evaluated from the PIR
values collected for all transmitter-receiver distances falling
in the (0, 520] range. The PIR CDF of periodic traffic exhibits
a step behavior, that reflects the periodicity T = 100 ms
of resource assignment; note that these curves are nearly
independent on the aperiodic traffic percentage. Instead, the
PIR CDF of aperiodic traffic smoothly varies, reflecting that
aperiodic traffic is characterized by a random inter-packet
arrival time and is randomly served. Unfortunately, this figure
demonstrates that the PIR of aperiodic traffic cannot be suc-
cessfully confined: the probability of observing PIR values
lower than 100 ms is only 0.4, unbearable for all future eV2X
use cases.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
The current work has studied the coexistence of aperiodic
and periodic traffic in Mode 4. A reservation-less Mode 4
variant for serving aperiodic packets has been put forth, and
its behavior has been analytically modeled in the limiting
condition where aperiodic traffic only is present. A custom

FIGURE 13. Aperiodic and periodic PIR CDF, X = 1000 bytes

ns-3 C-V2X module and a 5G-compliant PHY error model
have been newly developed, and the impact of different per-
centages and arrival rates of aperiodic flows, size of aperiodic
packets and vehicular densities on system performance has
been quantified through extensive simulations.

The obtained results demonstrate that the PRR and PIR of
aperiodic traffic are insensitive to different latency require-
ments set for aperiodic packets. The paper also reveals that it
is arduous to guarantee aperiodic packets good performance
levels for any of the examined traffic densities, if relatively
large sized aperiodic packets are considered. It therefore
indicates that Mode 4 long-term sensing cannot be uncriti-
cally inherited by the forthcoming 5G NR-V2X technology
to support high reliability and confined delay services. As a
matter of fact, higher NR numerologies will help in reducing
latencies, but the efficient allocation of aperiodic traffic still
awaits for the final answer. It is the authors’ viewpoint that
among the various MAC proposals for Release 16, TFRPs or
geographic information-based dynamic mapping can mainly
mitigate inefficiencies due to the hidden terminal problem
and to the half-duplex constraint. On the other hand, short-
term sensing represents an appealing solution, that deserves
further investigations.
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